This work is a sequel to [l]: In [l] we considered the vanishing of the first cohomology groups with coefficients in 0, 0* for sets X\A whereas in the present work we consider the same question for higher cohomology; at the same time we obtain some additional results for the first Cousin problem. As in [l] we take n^3.
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Scheja [3] proved that if X is an open set in C n and A is an analytic closed subset of X of dimension Sn -q -2, then the natural homomorphism ( 
1) H*(X,0)-*H*(X\A,0)
is bijective. We shall prove: We have thus shown that the map ƒ-»ƒ' defines a homomorphism (4). This map is surjective since, given ƒ', its restriction ƒ to N(U) is mapped into ƒ by the above map. It is also injective since if f ~ôg' for some (g -l)-cochain g' over N(U'), then the restriction g of g f to iV(E/) clearly satisfies ƒ =Sg. Noting finally that the map ƒ->ƒ' is the inverse of the restriction map, and combining (2)- (4), (1) To find g satisfying 5g=/, we try to represent g»v*«-i analogously to (6), and then the relation ôg=f is a consequence of the following system of equations:
